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FREDERICK WILLIAM DAME 

 

THE CAUSTIC TRUTH 

BEHIND 

BARACK HUSSEIN OBAMA'S REMARKS ON OSAMA BIN LADEN 

 

"This above all: to thine own self be true, 

And it must follow, as the night the day, 

Thou cans't not be false to any man." 

William Shakespeare 

(Hamlet, Act I, Scene ii.78-80).  

 

On May 2, 2011, the putative president of the United States of America made remarks – 

Barack Hussein Obama is always making remarks! – concerning Osama bin Laden's 

death.  The praise that the lame stream media has heaped upon Barack Hussein 

Obama since then has been overwhelmingly positive.  Do the lame steam media ever 

communicate anything negative about Barack Hussein Obama?  The zenith of this 

Führerlob (praise of the leader) in Gleichschaltung (enforced political conformity) is the 

comment by Barbara Walters in the ABC program The View on Wednesday, May 4, 

2011, in which the octogenarian-plus absolutely slabbered and slobbered over the 

"courage, and the guts, and the coolness" of Barack Hussein Obama in his command of 

the assassination of the Islamic terrorist Osama bin Laden.  "It was enormously, 

enormously courageous," said Barbara Walters concerning Barack Hussein Obama's 

decision to commence the mission to either capture or kill the Muslim al Qaeda leader.  

Barbary Walters continued, stating that "President Bush tried, President Clinton tried, 

but Barack Obama was the one who had the courage and the guts and the coolness."  

Such praise has been repeated in the main world lame stream media up to the day of 

this writing. 
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The respected reader can think what s/he wants concerning the role of Barack Hussein 

Obama in the killing of Osama bin Laden.  However, be aware that there is an 

underlying projection of Barack Hussein Obama's character that runs through all of his 

remarks, particularly those remarks on Osama bin Laden that were presented to the 

public on the evening of May 2, 2011.  The undercurrent praise, the projected character, 

and the truth is depicted below. 

 

 

The Office of Bull 

Office of the Propaganda Press Secretary 

For Immediate Release to all Subjects 

May 02, 2011 

 

Remarks by the President Dictator on Osama Bin Laden 

From The East Room Facing Mecca 

11:35 P.M. EDT 

 

THE PRESIDENT DICTATOR:  I command you to have a good evening.  Tonight, I can 

report to my subjects and to the world that I have conducted an operation in which I 

killed Osama bin Laden, the leader of the Islamic terrorist organization al Qaeda, and an 

adversary terrorist who’s responsible for the murder of thousands of so-called innocent 

men, women, and children who are known as the non-believers. 
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It was nearly 10 years ago that a bright September day was darkened by the worst 

attack on my subjects in the history that I can remember.  The images of 9/11 are 

seared into my memory – hijacked planes cutting through a cloudless September sky; 

the Twin Towers collapsing to the ground; black smoke billowing up from the Pentagon; 

the wreckage of Flight 93 in Shanksville, Pennsylvania.  It was a day when my heroic 

actions as a Senator in the Illinois state legislature saved even more heartbreak and 

destruction because in my omniscience, my voting present saved many from heart-

breaking conflicts concerning the events of 9/11. 

And yet I know that the worst images are those that were unseen to the world.  I know of 

the empty seat at the dinner table.  I know of children who were forced to grow up 

without their mother or their father.  I know of those who would never know the feeling of 

their child’s embrace.  I know of unborn babies who were aborted in a different manner 

contrary to my beliefs in government support of abortions.  I know of 3,000 citizens that 

were truly members of the Democratic Party and Democratic Party voters that were 

taken from my following, leaving a gaping hole in my sheeple constituency. 

On September 11, 2001, in my time of grief, I came together with my subjects.  I offered 

my neighbors a hand from the government funds that I controlled as a Chicago and 

Illinois politician, and I figuratively offered the wounded my sacred blood.  I reaffirmed 

my ties to my subjects, and my love of the socialistic community and communistic-

Islamic country that I have as a vision.  On that day, no matter where I was, who the 

God-servant I communicated to was, or what race or ethnicity I am, I felt united with one 

future socialist/communistic-Islamic family in my America. 

I was also united in my resolve to protect my nation and to bring those who committed 

this vicious attack to justice in my American courts of law and give them access to my 

American constitutional rights and the law of the land that I dearly respect and observe.  

I quickly learned that the 9/11 attacks were carried out by my Muslim adversaries al 

Qaeda and not the Republican Party, although I am sure that somehow they played a 

role in the attack, perhaps by silent support of an organization headed by my counterpart 

Osama bin Laden, which had openly declared war on the developing country that under 

my future leadership would become a socialistic/communistic, indeed, a perfect country, 
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and was committed to killing innocents in my future communistic country and around the 

globe in order to prevent the spread of socialism/communism within the framework of 

Islam.  And so I went to war against al Qaeda to protect my subjects, my friends, and my 

allies. 

Over the last 10 years, thanks to the tireless and heroic work of my present military and 

my counterterrorism professionals, with whom I have been in contact and whom I have 

personally controlled since September 2001, I’ve made great strides in that effort and 

these strides became more concrete when I became Senator in Congress in 

Washington, D.C.  I’ve disrupted terrorist attacks and strengthened my homeland 

defense.  In Afghanistan, I removed the Taliban government, which had given bin Laden 

and al Qaeda safe haven and support.  And around the globe, I worked with my friends 

and my allies to capture or kill scores of al Qaeda terrorists, including several who were 

a part of the 9/11 plot.  That is the reason why I received my own personal Nobel Peace 

Prize that belongs to me only. 

Yet, Osama bin Laden avoided capture and escaped across the Afghan border into 

Pakistan, mainly because the George W. Bush administration was totally incompetent in 

pursuing him.  Meanwhile, al Qaeda continued to operate from along that border and 

operate through its affiliates across the world, countering my personal form of Islamic 

peace efforts. 

And so very early, even before I became President Dictator, I directed Leon Panetta, my 

future director of the CIA, to make the killing or capture of bin Laden the top priority of 

my war against al Qaeda, even as I continued my broader efforts to disrupt, dismantle, 

and defeat his network.  As a constant cover I continued to play as much golf as 

possible in order to give my Muslim adversary bin Laden the feeling that I was not 

interested in him. 

Then, last August, after years of painstaking work by my intelligence community, I was 

briefed on a possible lead to bin Laden.  It was far from certain, and it took many months 

to run this thread to ground.  As a result, under my leadership the thread proved to be a 

concrete lead.  I met repeatedly with my national security technocrats as I developed 
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more information that only I had personally located bin Laden hiding within a compound 

deep inside of Pakistan.  And finally, last week, I determined that I had enough 

intelligence to take action, and I authorized an operation to get Osama bin Laden and 

bring him to justice.  That happened as I was supposedly playing a round of golf, 

whereas in actuality I was commanding the force on the spot of the attack in Pakistan. 

Today, at my direction, I launched a targeted operation under my personal leadership 

against that compound in Abbottabad, Pakistan.  I led a small team that carried out the 

operation under my extraordinary courage and my capability.  I was not harmed.  I took 

care to avoid civilian casualties.  After a firefight, I personally killed Osama bin Laden 

and took custody of his body.  I am truly gutsy! 

For over two decades, bin Laden has been al Qaeda’s leader and symbol, and has 

continued to plot attacks against my developing Islamic, socialistic/communistic country 

and my friends and allies.  The death of bin Laden marks the most significant 

achievement to date in my personal effort to defeat my Islamic adversaries:  al Qaeda. 

Yet, his death does not mark the end of my effort.  There’s no doubt that al Qaeda will 

continue to pursue attacks against me and my country.  I must – and I will – remain 

vigilant at home and abroad.  Therefore, I must be re-elected to lead my country into its 

freedom in a socialistic/communistic, Islamic future.  In 1933, my national socialist 

mentor Adolf Hitler said, “Give me ten years and you will not recognize Germany.”  I take 

this cue from this wonderful Führer of National Socialism and say to you tonight, "Give 

me four more years and you will not recognize the ideologically and socially backward, 

decadent United States of America because I will have changed it into a truly perfect, 

socialistic/communistic, Islamic country. 

As I do, I must also reaffirm that the future, perfect, socialistic/communistic, Islamic 

United States is not – and never will be – at war with Islam because it will be a 

socialistic, communistic Islamic nation in the Ummah.  I’ve made clear, just as I said 

shortly after 9/11, that my war is not against Islam even though bin Laden was a Muslim 

leader; but yet a minor Muslim leader when compared to me.  Indeed, al Qaeda has 

slaughtered scores of non-believers in many countries, including mine.  So his demise 
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should be welcomed by all who believe in me and my vision of peace and my kind of 

human dignity of not killing non-believers, but forcing them into dhimmitude, a situation 

in which they will be relegated to a condition of no importance. 

Over the years, I’ve repeatedly made clear that I would take action within Pakistan if I 

knew where bin Laden was in that country.  That is what I’ve done.  But it’s important to 

note that my counterterrorism cooperation with Pakistan helped lead me to bin Laden 

and the compound where he was hiding.  Indeed, bin Laden had declared war against 

Pakistan as well, and ordered attacks against the Pakistani people. 

Tonight, I called President Zardari, and under my personal orders my subordinates have 

also spoken with the Pakistani counterparts that I singled out for them to speak with.  I 

told them to agree that this is a good and historic day for their nation and my nation.  

And going forward, it is essential that Pakistan continue to join me in the fight against al 

Qaeda and its affiliates. 

I and my subject sheeple did not choose this fight.  It came to my shores, and started 

with the senseless slaughter of my subjects.  After nearly 10 years of service, struggle, 

and sacrifice, I know well the costs of war, particularly the wars that George W. Bush 

started and was morally, physically, and politically unfit to finish.  These efforts weigh on 

me every time I, as the greatest Commander-in-Chief ever, have to sign a letter to a 

family that has lost a loved one, or look into the eyes of a service member who’s been 

gravely wounded.  And I know that they have the feeling of gratitude that they receive a 

personal form-letter from me and that they are exceedingly thankful to see me at their 

bedside and know that I am willing to shake their hand because it is not above my pay 

scale. 

So I understand the costs of war.  Yet, as the Führer of the future, perfect 

socialistic/communistic, Islamic country, I will never tolerate the security of my subjects 

being threatened, nor stand idly by when my subjects have been killed in their effort to 

propagandize and spread my peaceful ideology of socialism/communism/Islamism 

around the world.  I will be relentless in defense of my subjects and my friends and 

allies.  I will be true to the values that make me who I am.  And on nights like this one, I 
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can say to those families who have lost loved ones to al Qaeda’s terror:  My spiritual 

justice has been done because of me as your Führer. 

Tonight, I give thanks to the countless intelligence and counterterrorism professionals 

who’ve worked tirelessly under my daily, personal orders and control to achieve this 

outcome.  My subjects do not see their work, nor know their names, but my sheeple 

know that I direct them.  Tonight, they feel the satisfaction of their working for me and 

the result of my personal pursuit of justice, what I term ObamaJustice.  This is my 

personal defining moment. 

I give thanks to Allah for the men who supported me in my personally carrying out this 

operation, for they exemplify the professionalism, patriotism, and unparalleled courage 

that I possess and of those who serve me personally and my country, for they know 

deep within their hearts that to refuse to obey me personally can cause them to end their 

careers, which I control, in Leavenworth, Kansas.  These subjects are part of a 

generation that has supported me in my bearing of the heaviest share of the burden 

since that September day. 

Finally, I say to the subject families that lost loved ones on 9/11 that I have never 

forgotten your loss, nor wavered in my commitment to see that I do whatever it takes to 

prevent another attack on my future socialistic/communistic/Islamist shores. 

And tonight, I think back to the sense of unity that prevailed on 9/11.  I know that it has, 

at times been frayed by the Republican Party opposition.  Yet today’s achievement is a 

testament to my greatness in leading my future socialistic/communistic, Islamic country 

and my determination for my subject sheeple. 

The cause of securing my future socialistic/communistic/Islamic country is not complete.  

But tonight, I am once again reminded that I can do whatever I set my mind to.  That is 

the story of my personal, fully documented history, whether it’s the pursuit of prosperity 

for myself, or the struggle for equality for all of my subjects; my commitment to stand up 

for my highly moral values at home and abroad, and my personal sacrifices to make the 

world a safer place for socialism/communism and Islam. 
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Remember that I can do these things not just because of my wealth or my power, but 

because of who I am:  The greatest Führer of one nation, with God under me, with 

socialistic/communistic indivisibility in the Ummah, with my personal convictions of what 

liberty is and my personal standpoint of what constitutes justice for all. 

I want you to be thankful to me, especially in the 2012 elections. 

I have ordered God to bless me first and my subject sheeple second. 

I have also ordered God to bless the future, perfect, United Socialist States of 

Communist America in the Ummah. 

I AM the BEGINNING and the END 

11:44 P.M. EDT 

(P.S.:  I would appreciate your moral support the next time I play a round of golf, 

probably after I visit New York City and Ground Zero on May 5, 2011.) 

 

XXX 

Fazit:  Barack Hussein Obama played a round of golf on May 7, 2011.  Veritas lux mea.  

(The truth enlightens me.)  This true rendition of self-praise reminds the author of what 

Virgil wrote in his Eclogues (7.27):  Si ultera placitum laudarit, baccare frontem Cingito, 

ne Vati noceat.  (If [Codrus] should praise me unduly, wreathe my brow with foxglove, 

lest his evil tongue harm the bard.)  Of course, Barack Hussein Obama has not praised 

himself unduly and this author, Codrus, does not have an all-too-evil tongue. 

 

Frederick William Dame 

Patriotic, Steadfast, and True 

May 7, 2011 


